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ABSTRACT   

As we all know by our common understanding that any province ruled by a king is called its Kingdom and the way of ruling 
is called Kingship. Kingship primarily accommodates the view point of the kings, his polices for the administration and his way of 
maintaining the overall security of the province. This article deals and elaborate the system of kingship followed by Mughal rulers in 
Medieval India and other parts of Asia. Mughal rulers formed different types of rules and regulation for administration and that are 
solely based on necessities & religious factors of the common people. Different theory of kingship followed by different Mughal 
rulers in their reign. For example, Babur tried to establish and expand the kingdom by using military forces whereas, although 
subsequent ruler after him also tried to expand the territory but their ways of doing the same was quite different. In this article we tried 
to depict and explain the kingship style of two major Mughal rulers of medieval India namely Babur and Shah Jahan.  

 
Keywords: Babur, Kingdom, Kingship, Medieval India, Mughal Rulers, Shah Jahan.  
 
INTRODUCTION  

Although by common knowledge the domain ruled by a king is in general, is termed as kingdom yet when we particularly say 
or talk about the position and the authority of a king we are specifically dealing with kingship. To be more precise kingship can be 
viewed as the talent or the expertise and its practices of ruling by a king is called kingship. It will not be off hand if we view the 
medieval era of history as the prominent period of kingship where it can apparently be segregated under different rulers in their nature 
of principals through which they ruled their dynasty. A bite more elaboration of the word kingship be as the power, control and 
authority of a ruler through which different political theories could be viewed to have evolved during this era. However, yet another 
factor that dominated different kingships during this era had been the religious factor. Some dominating religions which prevailed 
during this era also could be seen to have intrinsic impacts on the political theories of kingships.  

 
Although the aim of this paper is not to search for the origin of kingship as back as prehistoric times and also not aimed to 

follow it up to modern historical period, the objective of this paper is to deal with the nature and type of kingship during the period of 
Babur and Shah Jahan which prominent during the period of Mughal era.  

 
As a note of caution, we will like to mention that over the years of medieval history religion was certainly a prominent factor 

which controlled the life of individuals, the community as well as kingdoms that where much associated with various degrees of 
religious powers. However, with the passage of time large dynasties could be seen to have evolved during this period which ultimately 
form the distinct type of kingships. In this process the Mughal rulers /kings came into existence as the leading rulers of Indian 
medieval History.  
 
RESEARCH QUESTION  

Precisely Speaking the domain ruled by a king is kingdom. Under any kingdom when the ruling authority & its associated 
army power, through which a king rules the kingdom is called the Kingship. In this paper our research question is fundamentally a 
study of India’s Medieval History as enclaved through the kingship of Babur and Shah Jahan. Here, we Aimed to investigate how both 
of them use their army power and influenced by religious sentiments.  

 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE   

The objective of this paper is to deal with the nature and type of kingship during the period of Babur and Shah Jahan which 
prominent during the period of Mughal era.  
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY   

The significance of our study is very much in as much as on the lines of the fundamental or the basic significance of a 
historical research. Thus, being historical research, our study is aimed in compilation of facts which were governing the kingship of 
Babur and Shah Jahan. Beside compilation we have put efforts to extend interpretations and influences of the facts which were 
dominating under the reign of Babur and Shah Jahan.  
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES OF DATA   
Like any other research of social sciences, historical data are also both primary and secondary in nature. However primary data are not 
only rare and in a crude form to derive genuine conclusions. Thus, most of the historical research are based on secondary sources. In 
this paper we also used secondary sources as given by some of the writing and books of leading Indian Historians. 
   
LITERATURE REVIEW  

Mughal dynasty is certainly be termed as a significantly important fraternity that dominated Indian Mediveal History. They 
ruled over 300 centuries with varied degrees of administrative dominance and expansion. Thus, their varied ruling strategies have been 
a matter of debate among Indian Historians.  
 

The literature Review of the present research article is based on the books written by some of the leading historians. One of 
the most pioneer works on Mughal administration under the kingship of different Mughal rulers has been done by Dr. R.P. Tripathi 
‘Some Aspects of Mughal Administration’.  The book edited by R.C. Majumdar, The Mughal Empire’ on Mughal dynasty is also 
equally a monumental work. In this book Dr S.R Sharma has written on Mughal administration and Political Policy in a very 
methodical & analytical manner. A well-documented research work of Dr. B.P. Saksena, ‘History of Shahjahan of Dehli’ Specifically 
he evaluated the life and kingship methods of Shah Jahan in a analytically constructive manner. Yet another noteworthy work on 
Mughal dynasty is that done by Dr. Ashirbadi Lal Srivastava ‘The Mughal Empire’, where he wrote on Mughal dynasty in a very 
methodical and organized style. One more deeply evaluated work on medieval India period is that of Dr. Satish Candra, ‘History of 
Medieval India’ This book highlights the basis of Kingship over this period and attached it with modern Historical views and 
concepts.  

 
Based on the above major writing the present research article is based on the notions and the analysis given by these major 

works of Indian Historians.  
 
PART B   
1. The beginning of Mughal period:   

At the time of beginning of Mughal rule their prevailed different types of governing system which administered several states of 
Indian subcontinent. Over this period the Mughals surely did not originate in India but in fact they were the mixed strains of Turk and 
Mongol tribes. History of medieval period narrates that after the fall of Mongol empire in 14th century Timur, the Turkish established 
its empire which spread around central Asia, west Asia and parts of south Asia.  With a course of time Timur,  a Turco-Mongol captor 
to have founded the Timurid Empire. In fact, history tells us that the Mughals were the direct successor of Amir Timur. 1The Turkish 
Ottomans, the Safavids of Persia and the Mughals of India, where basically influenced by Islamic notions. However, their political 
notions were not purely Islamic. It is from here where we can link the Timurid governance getting influenced and shared by Mongol 
as well as Turkish ethnicities.  It is in this sense the historians claim that the initial Mughal ruling was typically under the mixed 
influence of Islamic, Mongol and Turko-Mongol practices.  
The Kingship of Timur was a combination of Islamic Perceptions and Mongolian governance, where the Islamic Perceptions 
dominated the authority. Hence, the law of Mughal kingships was dominated by Islamic Influences. It will not be wrong to state that 
the kingship of Timur mostly had adaptation of the bureaucratic system of Islamic State of Persia. 
 
2. Period of Chingez Khan and Timur (Pre Babur-Period) 

While referring to understanding and analysis of Mughal state historians club the Turkish, Mongol and Islamic ideas and the basis 
of kingship of Timur as a combination of Islamic Perceptions and Mongolian governance.  
 

Babur is claimed by the historians as the founder of Mughal dynasty in India.   His kingship is fundamentally attached with the 
style of kingship of Mongol leader Chingez Khan and Islamised Timur. It is in this sense we can put Babar’s nature & the form of 
governance very much shadowed by Turkish, Mongol and Islamic principles.  
 

 Chingez enjoyed almost the divine power beyond the power enjoyed by chiefs of The Turks & The Persians, as he was 
considered as the son of light and this enabled him to hold kingship till 16th century. However, Timur could neither enjoy the divine 
status of Chingez nor the actual exploits and achievements of Chingez and thus Timur’s title was limited only with the restrained title 
of ‘Amir’ or beg.2   
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3 Arrival of Babur   
There was a basic difference between khan of Mongols and Islamic state Khalifa’s. While on one hand the Khalifa were 

solely the religious leaders of Islamic states, but on the other hand, the Chingez khan was neither governed by Islamic religion nor had 
its influence. Thus, Chingez khan was basically a warrior cum political leader. Therefore, Medieval History views Chingez khan as a 
elected political sovereign having no influence of Islamic religion.  

 
With such nature of sovereignty, the Mongols were marked to impart their political administration or kingship among its 

princes not on the basis of territory but on the periphery of tribal premises where they enjoyed their autonomous domain. Nonetheless 
despite of having autonomous domain the princes had carried symbolic loyalty & commitment to Chingez Khan.  

 
In contrast to Chingez khan’s warrior and political image that had no influence of Islamic religion, Timur strongly belief that 

as there was only one God and hence thereby there could be only one representative of God whose influence was felt necessary for 
kingship. Proceeding from here Timur was of the belief that Supremacy should not be exercised indiscriminately by the king. It is here 
we can mark the recognition of existence and necessity of the novels under a kingship. However, the final destiny was to be govern by 
the king. Based on such perceptions Timur can be seen to had been influenced by religious sentiments and thereupon could not be 
categorised purely as a political and a military leader like Chingez khan.    

 
With such belief and faith on Islam Timur was entitled as the champion and reformer of Islam. The first major change in 

pattern of kingship from the Mongols who had disseminated the tribes and positioned them under princes, Timur in contrast divided 
the empire on territorial basis among the princes. This strategy was not only followed by Timur but also by his successors. In due 
course of time in the medieval history Abu Said Mirza who was the grandfather of Babur, incorporated an extreme revert in Timur’s 
position, thereby although the Timurids were sovereign states with religious aliens yet they theoretically carried territorial relationship 
with Mongols.   

 
4. Deep Analysis of Kingship Under Babar  

Under such mixed influence of Mongolian kingship of Chingez Khan having political and military dominance on one side 
and with additional dominance of Islamic religion under the kingship of Timurids, such circumstances then carried influence on 
Babur’s Kingship. Under such background of political governance Babur ruled with political administrative system of central Asia and 
also included Indian Land Speciality. 3   
 

Babar who was the direct descendant of Timur, was basically a Uzbek warrior who is said to have put the footing of Mughal 
Dynasty in the subcontinent of India & hence he was the first Mughal emperor. Babar was given his throne at his early age of 11 after 
the death of his father who was the ruler of Fergana Valley. Being so young he subsequently faced many rebels by his own relatives. 
Thus, Babur become a strong & brave warrior and started expanding his territories. Babur’s quest for power never extinguished and 
for which he set alliance with rulers of Persia and conquered many parts of central Asia over which he lost his control earlier. In the 
Process he targeted Delhi sultanate which was ruled by Ibrahim Lodi by defeating him in the first battle of Panipat, marking the 
beginning of Mughal era in India.  The first challenge that Babar faced was that by the Rana Sanga who was the ruler of Mewar 
because Rana Sanga considered Babur as alien enemy. The battle of Khanwa was won by Babur against Rana Sanga. It is interesting 
to find that although Babar was an ambitious and expansionary ruler, yet he was also in contrast a great poet as well as carried 
fascination towards nature. 4 

 
What helped Babur in establishing himself as the first figure of Mughal emperor in India was the typically weak & divided 

Hindu forces which prevailed at that time under different Hindu Kings. In this sequence his invasions downthrown small Indian rulers 
towards establishment & growth of Muslim population amongst wide Hindu population.  

 
With the start of Mughal Empire under Babar, it was seen as cruel violence. By doing his act of cruelty and violence against 

the religious Hindus, Babar believe that he was doing Allah’s Work. He was ruthless to the extent of killing the defeated soldiers in 
the field of Battle. Nonetheless, in his neck and neck cruelty against enemies, he also in contrast followed his strategic policy of 
charity, tolerance and forbearance towards his defeated enemies in order to unite his kingdom. Thus, he endeavoured towards 
establishing peace with his enemies. Under his kingship, Babur also showed soft corner by allowing Hindus to follow their rituals and 
customs. Side by Side with his tolerance towards Hindu religion, Babur also encouraged the art and culture of Persia. In continuation 
with his bent towards art and culture he also had profound interest and taste in finer aspects of life like music and gardening. One of 
the most unique aspects of Babur’s nature was he wrote an wide diary that embraced a deep understanding of the typical of life and the 
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wealth of the people under his kingship. This Diary also provided an extensive understanding of self-awareness of Babur and his style 
of governance.  

 
The strategy of Babur’s Governance was very much influenced by a combination of Persian, Turkish and Mongols 

administration. Fundamentally, Persian, Turkish and Mongols administration could be seen to have given the position of a sovereign 
much higher above than a mere army ruler. Furthermore, the supernatural entity of being a son of light enjoyed by his ancestors 
Chingez khan helped Babar to dignify his glory. Thus, both the nobility and religious headman image helped Babur to establish his 
domain in central Asia. In this chain of hereditary eternal importance Babar self-designated a title of Padshah to enthrust dominance in 
Islamic world and established himself strongly in Kabul. However, Babar could be marked to have started seeing his downfall with the 
rise of Ottoman in east Asia, Safavids in Persia and Shaibanides in central Asia led to lessening of dominance of successors of Timur.5 

 
5. Deep Analysis of Kingship Under Shah Jahan 

After Babar, Humayun, Akbar and Jahangir, the fifth most successful ruler of Mughal empire was Shahab-ud-din 
Muhammad Khurram. Jahangir effectively ruled over a period of 30 years after winning the war of succession. Shah Jahan however 
had bloomed to make his reign as golden period of Mughals. Shah Jahan could acclaim to be a good administrator and able 
commander.6 Side by Side his appreciation towards art and architecture is worldwide acclaimed through structuring of Taj Mahal built 
in memory of his beloved wife Mumtaz. Infact, the best architectural designs of the Mughals are marked during the period of Shah 
Jahan only which is acclaimed through his creations of beautiful monuments in North India. One more credit of architecture that goes 
to shah Jahan was his creation of Shahjahanabad in Delhi.  

 
The transfer of power under Mughal dynasty was not necessarily on hereditarical hierarchy. In fact, accord to throne was 

determined by demonstration of existing power and army success. For this reason, Khurram was the most capable successor to 
Jahangir, although he was the third son of Jahangir.  
 

Dominatingly the Kingship of Jahangir was pre-determined by ability and the military power of governance. Such exhibit of 
power was also transmitted through the acts of Jahangir’s third son, Khurram. Two major wars own by Khurram were the defeat of 
Maharana Amar Singh II and conquer of Rulers of Deccan plateau in the years 1614 and 1617 respectively in order to expand 
Jahangir’s Empire. After such success of Khurram, his father Jahangir conferred upon him the title of Shah Jahan which is destined as 
the ‘king of the world’ in Persian. 7 

 
The typical dominance of army power of kingship which was enacted throughout the ruling of Jahangir and subsequently 

deeply influenced his son shah Jahan, continued to have prevailed in the quest for the throne. The inner family demonstration of power 
continued till the death of Jahangir (1627) when Shah Jahan could ultimately capture the throne as entire army was under his control.  
In fact, during the reign of Shah Jahan the demonstration of his army supremacy continued towards expansion of his territory. In this 
process shah Jahan made alliances with Rajput kings of Bundelkhand, Baglan and of Mewar. Such act of Shah Jahan could then be 
viewed as his added strategic diplomacy over and above army supremacy.8 With other than those who denied alliance with Shahjahan, 
he exhibited his army power. In 1632 he defeated and imprisoned the Ruler of Daulatabad, Hussain shah and then he placed 
Aurangzeb as his viceroy. Later on, Aurangzeb Captured Golconda and Bijapur. Shah Jahan then moves on to capture Kandahar 
which ultimately lead to the famous Mughal – Persian War in History. In the process Shah Jahan’s Empire spread up to Khyber Pass 
and also stretched to Ghazni. 9   
 
CONCLUSION  

Now, we come on the conclusion that Mughal theory of Kingship developed gradually according to the needs of state 
formation at contemporary times. It was based on administrative cum religious necessity. Religion was used to organize the Islamic 
and tribal clans to motivate for battle requirement. Babar had found difficulty to gain proper status in Central Asia and tried to gained 
influence in Indian Territory. Indian subcontinent at that time was unable to realise the tactical and geo-political realities of Asian 
Continent of that time and declined in the feet of Babur strategy.  Babar used their military and practical political skill to capture the 
Indian state and he succeeded considerably, but fate has given very little time to Babur in India. But Babar successors, especially 
Akbar, Shahjahan, and Aurangzeb have made admirable capacity to enhance the state in their possession. Shahjahan was a capable 
ruler, who acquired the state with his able power play and enlarge the state with great administrative and military skill. His religious 
policy was more orthodox than Babar, but it might be the need of time. Overall, we can say that the both of the rulers were the mirror 
of their time and they showed considerable military and political skill to show their kingship style.  
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